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This paper thoroughly considers the potential of installing microgrids (MGs) in communities that suffer from the economic crisis in order to financially stimulate their local economies. Exploiting the state-of-the-art evolutions in the fields of the MG technology, the Hybrid Techno-Economic (HTE) model is proposed as a suitable techno-economic tool for assessing the power generation/consumption behaviour and the financial performance of these communities’ MGs.

The contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, the HTE model is presented. HTE model describes a theoretical analysis that is suitable for studying community’s MGs. Appropriately concatenating one well-validated technical module and one new economic module, the HTE model quickly and conveniently reveals the power generation/consumption and economic profile of community’s MGs. Second, HTE model is integrated through an extended portfolio of power and financial metrics. The applied metrics study the influence of generation and consumption power changes on community’s MGs. The validity and the efficiency of the HTE model are examined with respect to these power changes while the impact of these changes on the power and cash flows of community’s MGs are assessed. Third, a cost-benefit analysis of the operation of community’s MGs accompanied with a financial stability analysis is also demonstrated. The main outcome of these analyses is the daily total benefit (TB) of community’s MGs with its respective financial bounds. Fourth, the contribution of the energy arbitrage and the power production mix among available power sources of community’s MGs to the daily TB is investigated.

Apart from promoting the ecological awareness, this paper tries to become a catching argument for the communities in order to exploit the community’s MGs.
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I. Introduction

The financial and economic crisis that started in the United States in 2007 and currently torments Europe has more or less impacted a vast majority of local
communities around the world. While the severity of these problems varies from one community to another, new policies have to be adopted as well as new tools and mechanisms have to be invented, restructured, and overhauled [1]-[4]. In a regional basis, the consequences of the financial and economic crisis mainly affects four sectors of community’s economy [1], [5], [6]: (i) Revenues: The revenues of the communities, which are either generated by local taxation or derived from state transfers, have undergone dramatic declines; (ii) Expenditures: The communities suffering from the crisis show high unemployment and significant slowdown of their local economic activities. Hence, additional funding is required so that the general social welfare status is maintained; (iii) Bank financing: Apart from the states, the crisis critically affects the banking institutions as well as their cash liquidity. Hence, the cost of money increases while the communities face serious difficulties in contracting loans in order to satisfy their current budget needs and projections; (iv) Investments: The crisis environment discourages either foreign or local investors. This implies that various projects, which could create extra financial fluidity in local communities, are put on hold, cancelled or delayed. All the aforementioned reasons push local communities to immediately adopt measures that are going to enhance the community’s sustainable development and to increase community’s incomes.

Sustainable development and growth are an important issue for local communities that historically have been dependent on the exploitation of their natural resources (i.e., forestry, agriculture, mining, and fishing) as their economic base [7]. Nowadays, by means of the prism of the green economy, communities can still commercialize their natural resources, such as wind speed and solar radiation, in order to financially stimulate their local economies [8]. This modern resource harvest can be achieved through microgrids (MGs) that are owned by the local communities [9]-[12]. Community’s MGs are low-voltage power networks that include Energy Storage Systems (ESSs), Distributed Generation (DG) sources, like microturbines (MTs) and fuel cell (FC) units, Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), such as wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) systems, and controllable loads [13]-[16]. In general, community’s MGs operate interconnectedly to the main power grid, simply denoted as power grid [17]-[19]. However, community’s MGs can operate isolatedly in case of external faults that block the interconnection with the power grid.

A community’s MG can be considered as a controlled entity within the power grid that can be operated as a single aggregated load or as a small power source, which supports the operations of the power grid [20]-[24]. Apart from the satisfaction of its load consumption, a community’s MG enhances local power reliability by regulating voltage and operation frequency, reduces greenhouse emissions and promotes ecological thinking through its RES operation, improves power quality and lowers energy supply costs [25]-[35]. Nevertheless, the interest of the communities suffering the crisis is also focused on the immediate revenues from the operation of their MGs by exploiting their energy arbitrage [36]-[46].

Energy arbitrage refers to earning a profit by charging the community’s MG ESSs when energy market price is low and by selling their stored energy at higher energy market prices when the energy market price is high [30], [47]. The incomes from the energy arbitrage can further be increased through the careful power production mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs of the community’s MG [36], [40], [41], [48]. The units of community’s MGs, which are going to produce energy, and their level of production are the result of an optimization procedure that aims at maximizing the daily
The optimization procedure of maximizing the daily total benefit (TB) of the community’s MGs is included into the proposed Hybrid Techno-Economic (HTE) model. Actually, the HTE model consists of two modules, namely: (i) the technical module. It defines the optimal power mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs of the community’s MG and the energy trade with the power grid in a long-term horizon. The technical module incorporates the simplicity of Mixed Linear Integer Problem / A Modeling Language for Mathematical Programming (MLIP/AMPL) method presented and verified in [52]; and (ii) the economic module. Due to its simplicity, this module permits its continuous (e.g., hourly) application without the need of specialized personnel or special software. The economic module is used complementarily to the technical module and provides very short-term decision adjustments.

On the basis of a plethora of simulation results as these are derived from the HTE model, several interesting findings concerning the operation and financial performance of community’s MGs are demonstrated in this paper. The detailed power profile and the analytical cash flows related to the community’s MG operation are extensively assessed. Except for the results concerning the baseline scenario, which have already been validated in [52] and used in this paper, the financial stability of the community’s MG is investigated when different power production and consumption scenarios occur. In addition, using an extended portfolio of suitable power and financial metrics, that is supported by the HTE model, the exact power and financial impact of the operation of each component of the community’s MG is evaluated as well as the power and financial reaction of the community’s MG when power changes occur. Finally, the applicability, validity, and practicability of the economic module are highlighted for different power production and consumption scenarios that may occur when different policies concerning the power allocation among available power sources, which are dictated by the economic module, are adopted.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, a synoptic cost-benefit analysis of the community’s MG case is presented. Attention is given on the energy arbitrage. Section III provides the analytical framework concerning the operation of the HTE model (i.e., its modules and its objectives). In Section IV and V, a thorough presentation of the technical module and the economic module of the HTE model is outlined, respectively. In Section VI, extended numerical results and discussion identify and assess the power and financial performance of community’s MGs and their mitigating role against the crisis consequences. Section VII includes background to ideas for future work. Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. Economic Analysis of Community’s MGs

MG is no longer a novel idea. Rather, it is an academic and commercial venture that needs time to prove its financial value. As the industry matures, MGs steadily move from a curiosity to the reality [53].

In fact, the initial economic analyses of MGs have mainly focused on peak shaving and capacity resource applications [41], [54]. Recently, there has been some attention given to applying MG operation as a backup for intermittent RESs [38], [41],...
In recent years, with the emergence of competitive energy markets, several economic studies of MGs have appeared, covering a broader range of applications [36], [45], [46], [57]-[61]. Among these studies, one very interesting application highlights the role of MGs in order to achieve ‘small device’ energy arbitrage under the assumption that MGs are small enough –i.e., their charge and discharge operations do not affect the overall market price of energy–. Actually, this economic operation is mainly achieved through the ESSs of MGs; ESSs absorb low-priced energy and then discharge it during higher-priced hours [36], [49], [52].

To increase revenues from energy arbitrages, communities’ MGs try to replace their more expensive DG operation during peak load periods with less expensive types of energy. These expensive types of energy can be either stored in their ESS or directly delivered from the power grid. Community’s MGs may consist of different DGs and ESSs rendering the problem of optimal DG/ESS outputs, and thus the issue of TB maximization is significantly complicated; in most of the cases, the solution comes from a mixed-integer linear problem. Recently, a series of methods has been proposed in order to accurately determine the optimal mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs and the energy market [9], [17], [19], [32], [49], [52], [62], [63].

Nevertheless, on the basis of the small communities that decide to deploy MGs as an additional revenue to their budgets, the 24-hour technical support of this sophisticated equipment requires extra resources such as the cost of the specialized personnel that deals with the community’s MG issues and the relative decisions concerning its operation. To reduce these communities’ expenses and make the idea of community’s MGs more tempting, the HTE model can be used. In fact, HTE model comprises a concatenation of one technical and one economic module.

### III. HTE Model and its Modules

Actually, the HTE model, which is proposed in this paper, consists of two modules, namely:

- **Technical module.** Based on historical weather data and long-term forecasts, the technical module is applied in order to define the optimal energy mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs and the energy market in a long-term horizon. The proposed technical module incorporates the optimization procedure of MLIP/AMPL method presented in [52]. In Section IV, the technical module is analytically presented.

- **Economic module.** As it concerns the short-term decision adjustments, this module could be used so that essential decisions are taken in order to compensate inevitable discrepancies that arise due to either divergences between historical and real-time conditions or equipment malfunctions. The simplicity of this module permits its continuous application without the need of specialized personnel or special software. In Section V, the economic module is detailed.

Therefore, the technical module of [52] gives a long-term solution while the economic module can provide short-term decision adjustments. Although the technical module presented in [52] has an hourly resolution and an optimization horizon of about 24 hours, the technical module, used in HTE model, is applied in order to provide long-term predictions based on historical data and long-term forecasts.

The goal of the HTE model is not only to provide an optimal mix solution among ESS/DG/RES outputs and energy market but to offer a quick and convenient model for
small communities that decide to install MGs so as to create additional revenues in order to financially stimulate their local economies. More specifically, in techno-economic terms, the objective of the HTE model is for given power change $p\%$ in the daily MG production or load consumption (see also Section V), the community can still satisfy its daily power needs while its daily TB change is maintained lower than $p\%$. Actually, the HTE model tries to implement an economic stable system where the TB of the economic module is near to the TB of the baseline scenario that is defined by the technical module (optimal solution and equilibrium point) [64].

IV. Technical Module

In accordance with [49], [52], to properly tune the technical module in a long-term prediction mode, a number of key input parameters related with the operation of community’s MG is required. In fact, there are two sets of parameters, which are detailed in the following analysis, that are initiated in the technical module, namely:

- **Power-related input parameters.** These parameters are related to the power production and power consumption characteristics of the community’s MG.
- **Finance-related input parameters.** These parameters have to do with the operational cost and operational benefit of the community’s MG.

Similarly to its inputs, the technical module delivers two sets of outputs that correspond to the optimal mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs and power grid:

- **Power-related output parameters.** These parameters are: (i) Optimal power and energy production/storage of ESS; (ii) Optimal power production of DGs; (iii) Power production of RESs; and (iv) Optimal energy trade with the power grid.
- **Finance-related output parameters.** These parameters provide the base of the cost/benefit analysis and are synopsized by the metrics: (i) Daily cost of ESS; (ii) Daily cost of DGs; (iii) Daily cost of RESs; (iv) Daily Market Benefit (MB); and (v) Daily TB. The finance-related output parameters are also used by the economic module.

On the basis of the maximization of the daily TB, the outputs of the technical module are defined through the prism of energy arbitrage and of certain technical constraints regarding the operation of community’s MGs [52].

A. Daily Cost of ESS

ESS of community’s MGs that is examined in this paper consists of battery energy storage systems (BESSs). These BESSs are made up of small battery blocks in series and in parallel connections. Prior to determine the daily cost of ESS $C_{\text{ESS\_daily}}$, there is a need of evaluating two other related daily sub-costs, namely:

- **Daily Capital Cost of ESS** $C_{\text{ESS\_daily\_capital}}$: Capital cost of ESS $C_{\text{ESS\_capital}}$ is a fixed, one-time expense realized during the purchase of ESS. It is the total cost needed so as to bring ESS of community’s MG to its first commercially operable status (e.g., purchase cost, installation cost, etc). In this paper, as the relevant costs and gains are calculated in 24h, which is one day, the capital cost of ESS is normalized on a daily basis, namely:
\[
C_{\text{ESS\ daily, capital}}^{\text{ESS}} = \frac{1}{365} \cdot CRF(r,l) \cdot \left[ S_{\text{BESS\ kW}}^{\text{BESS}} \cdot C_{\text{purchase, kW}}^{\text{BESS}} + S_{\text{BESS\ kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \cdot C_{\text{purchase, kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \right]
\]  
\[ (1) \]

where

\[
CRF(r,l) = \frac{r(1+r)^l}{(1+r)^l - 1}
\]  
\[ (2) \]

is the capital recovery factor that is used in order to normalize the capital cost of ESS in present values, \( r \) is the interest rate, \( S_{\text{BESS\ kW}}^{\text{BESS}} \) is the power capacity of BESS in kW, \( S_{\text{BESS\ kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \) is the energy capacity of BESS in kWh, \( C_{\text{purchase, kW}}^{\text{BESS}} \) is the purchase cost of BESS in $/kW and \( C_{\text{purchase, kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \) is the purchase cost of BESS in $/kWh where $ is the US dollar currency. Note that the ESS repayment period is assumed equal to \( l \) years. From eq. (1), it is evident that the capital cost of ESS depends on the power capacity –i.e., storable energy– and energy capacity –i.e., peak power that the storage must deliver– of its BESSs; say the capital cost is proportional to the size of its BESSs [49].

**Daily Maintenance Cost of ESS** \( C_{\text{ESS\ daily, maintenance}}^{\text{ESS}} \): The maintenance cost of ESS \( C_{\text{ESS\ daily, maintenance}}^{\text{ESS}} \) is the annual maintenance cost of ESS. Similar to the capital cost, the maintenance cost is proportional to the size of BESS and is given by

\[
C_{\text{ESS\ daily, maintenance}}^{\text{ESS}} = \frac{1}{365} \cdot S_{\text{BESS\ kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \cdot C_{\text{maintenance, kWh}}^{\text{BESS}}
\]  
\[ (3) \]

where \( C_{\text{maintenance, kWh}}^{\text{BESS}} \) is the maintenance cost of BESS in $/(kWh∙year). The maintenance cost is a variable cost.

With reference to eqs (1) and (3), the ESS daily cost of community’s MG is defined by the sum of the above two daily costs:

\[
C_{\text{ESS\ daily}}^{\text{ESS}} = C_{\text{ESS\ daily, capital}}^{\text{ESS}} + C_{\text{ESS\ daily, maintenance}}^{\text{ESS}}
\]  
\[ (4) \]

**B. Daily Cost of DGs**

DGs of community’s MG that are examined in this paper consist of MTs and FC units. DGs are small single-staged combustion turbines while their power generation varies from few kWs to few MWs. DGs can be powered by diesel, natural gas or hydrogen [52]. Also, more than one DG is usually deployed in a community’s MG. Similarly to the daily cost of ESS, prior to determine the daily cost of DGs \( C_{\text{DG\ daily}}^{\text{DGs}} \), there is a need of evaluating three other relevant daily sub-costs, namely:

- **Daily Capital Cost of DGs** \( C_{\text{DG\ daily, capital}}^{\text{DGs}} \): It depends on the size of DGs of community’s MG and their operating hours. In fact, the daily capital cost of each DG \( C_{\text{DG\ daily, capital}}^{\text{DG, i}} \) of community’s MG includes its DG purchase cost, DG installation cost, DG maintenance cost and DG fuel cost. Similarly to eq. (1) and in accordance with [52], [65], the daily capital cost of DGs is determined from
\[ C_{\text{DGs, daily,capital}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n DG} \left\{ \sum_{t=1}^{24} \left( U_{t}^{DG,i} \cdot \left( C_{\text{DG,i,1}}^{DG,j} + P_{t}^{DG,i} \cdot C_{\text{DG,i,2}}^{DG,j} \right) \right) \right\} \]

where \( C_{\text{DG,i,capital}}^{DG,j} \) is the daily capital cost of \( i \)th DG, \( n DG \) is the number of DGs installed in the community’s MG, \( t \) is subscript indicating the hour index, \( U_{t}^{DG,i} \) is a vector of binary integers representing unit status of \( i \)th DG at hour \( t \), \( P_{t}^{DG,i} \) is the output power of \( i \)th DG in kW at hour \( t \), and \( C_{\text{DG,i,1}}^{DG,j} \) and \( C_{\text{DG,i,2}}^{DG,j} \) are the normalized daily purchase costs of \( i \)th DG in $/h and $/kWh, respectively.

- **Daily Start-Up Cost of DGs** \( C_{\text{DGs, daily, start-up}}^{DGs} \): The daily start-up cost of DGs is determined from

\[ C_{\text{DGs, daily, start-up}}^{DGs} = \sum_{i=1}^{n DG} \left( \sum_{t=1}^{24} SU_{t}^{DG,i} \cdot d_{DG,i} \right) \]

where \( SU_{t}^{DG,i} \) is a vector of binary integers representing start-up status of \( i \)th DG at hour \( t \) and \( d_{DG,i} \) is the start-up cost of \( i \)th DG in $/start.

- **Daily Spinning Reserve Cost of DGs** \( C_{\text{DGs, daily, spinning}}^{DGs} \): Total spinning reserve is the total amount of power generation available from all DGs, which are synchronized with the power grid, plus the available energy storage in ESS minus the load consumption [52]. The daily spinning reserve cost of DGs is determined from

\[ C_{\text{DGs, daily, spinning}}^{DGs} = \sum_{i=1}^{n DG} \left( \sum_{t=1}^{24} R_{t}^{DG,i} \cdot r_{DG,i} \right) \]

where \( R_{t}^{DG,i} \) is the spinning reserve of \( i \)th DG at hour \( t \), \( r_{DG,i} \) is the reserve cost of \( i \)th DG in $/kW, \( R10_{DG,i} \) is the 10-min reserve capacity of \( i \)th DG, \( P_{\text{max}}^{DG,i} \) is the maximum power outputs of \( i \)th DG and \( \min\{x,y\} \) returns the smallest value between either \( x \) or \( y \).

With reference to eqs (5), (6) and (7), the DGs daily cost of community’s MG is determined by the sum of the above three daily costs:

\[ C_{\text{DGs, daily}}^{DGs} = C_{\text{DGs, daily,capital}}^{DGs} + C_{\text{DGs, daily, start-up}}^{DGs} + C_{\text{DGs, daily, spinning}}^{DGs} \]  

**C. Daily Cost of RESs**

RESs are the green component of the community’s MG. The intermittent and stochastic power generation obtained from the RESs, such as wind or PV systems of this paper, poses technical and economic obstacles when these are integrated in MGs. This is due to the insertion of significant uncertainties into the operation and power production planning of MGs [66]-[70].

To define the daily cost of RESs \( C_{\text{RESs, daily}}^{RESs} \), there is a need of evaluating its two component daily costs, that are the daily cost of wind source and the daily cost of PV sources, namely [52]:

\[ C_{\text{RES, daily, wind}}^{RESs} = \ldots \]

\[ C_{\text{RES, daily, PV}}^{RESs} = \ldots \]
Daily Cost of Wind Source $C_{\text{daily}}^\text{Wind}$. Wind power is currently the most widespread RES in the world.
The daily cost of wind source is determined from
\[
C_{\text{daily}}^\text{Wind} = \sum_{t=1}^{24} U_t^\text{Wind} \cdot P_t^\text{Wind} \cdot c^\text{Wind}
\]
where $U_t^\text{Wind}$ is a binary integer representing unit status of wind source at hour $t$, $P_t^\text{Wind}$ is the output power of wind source in kW at hour $t$ and $c^\text{Wind}$ is the wind energy cost in $/kWh$.

Daily Cost of PV Source $C_{\text{daily}}^\text{PV}$. PV power is high intermittent since it depends either on the day-night cycles or on the local weather conditions. In contrast with the wind sources, the generated power from PV systems represents a very low capacity percentage of the global power production at the moment.
The daily cost of PV source is determined from
\[
C_{\text{daily}}^\text{PV} = \sum_{t=1}^{24} U_t^\text{PV} \cdot P_t^\text{PV} \cdot c^\text{PV}
\]
where $U_t^\text{PV}$ is a binary integer representing unit status of PV source at hour $t$, $P_t^\text{PV}$ is the output power of PV source in kW at hour $t$ and $c^\text{PV}$ is the PV energy cost in $/kWh$.

With reference to eqs (9) and (10), the RESs daily cost of community’s MG is determined by the sum of the above two daily costs:
\[
C_{\text{daily}}^\text{RESs} = C_{\text{daily}}^\text{Wind} + C_{\text{daily}}^\text{PV}
\]

As it concerns the daily capital cost, daily start-up cost, and the daily maintenance cost of RESs, these are included in the energy costs $c^\text{Wind}$ and $c^\text{PV}$ as shown in eqs. (9) and (10), respectively (for more details, see in [49], [52]).

Note that, in accordance with [52], the investment cost of RESs is assumed equal to zero. This assumption is also maintained in this analysis so that direct comparisons among daily economic results of [52] can be given.

D. Daily Market Benefit

Communities and their grid-connected MGs actively participate in the energy market operations. In accordance with the buy/sell energy operations and the prices of the energy market, the optimization problem becomes the maximization of the daily TB $TB_{\text{daily}}$. Daily TB can be considered as the daily market benefit $MB_{\text{daily}}$ minus the daily costs of community’s MG, which have been already presented in Sections IVA-C.

As it concerns the evaluation of daily market benefit, it should be noticed that community’s MGs can trade energy with the power grid and sell energy to the community’s consumers.

In the case of the energy trade, the power grid can be considered as a bidirectional generator; it generates positive power when the power is transferred from the power grid to the community’s MG whereas it generates negative power when the power is transferred inversely –i.e.,, from the community’s MG to the power grid–. This energy trade between community’s MG and the power grid is limited by the
capacity of the distribution lines that connect the community’s MG with the power grid. Anyway, in the case of community’s MGs, taking into account its system size, it is safely assumed that the power grid can always supply all the necessary reserves. In essence, community’s MGs can free-ride on the power grid.

As it regards the consumers of the community’s MG, their power consumption during the day is described by the power behavior of community’s MG load $Load_t$. The energy sale to the consumers defines the benefit term of the consumer trade.

Therefore, the daily MB ($MB_{\text{daily}}$) consists of the daily market benefit due to the energy trade ($MB_{1,\text{daily}}$) and the daily market benefit due to the consumer consumption ($MB_{2,\text{daily}}$). Then, the daily MB is given by

$$MB_{\text{daily}} = \sum_{t=1}^{24} \left[ -MP_t \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{\text{noDG}} \left( P_{DG,i}^t \right) \right] + \sum_{t=1}^{24} \left[ MP_t \cdot Load_t \right]$$

(12)

where $MP_t$ is the energy market price.

E. Daily TB

The objective function of the technical module focuses on the maximization of the daily TB of community’s MG. Already mentioned in Section IV(D), daily TB can be considered as the daily market benefit minus the daily costs of community’s MG. With reference to eqs. (4), (8), (11) and (12), the daily TB is given from

$$TB_{\text{daily}} = MB_{\text{daily}} - C_{\text{RESs,\text{daily}}} - C_{\text{DGs,\text{daily}}} - C_{\text{ESS,\text{daily}}}$$

(13)

To maximize the daily TB of eq. (13), a set of technical constraints is required so that the operation of the components of community’s MG is efficiently regulated. More specifically, these constraints, which are analytically presented in [52], are grouped into the following sets: (i) the real power balance concerning community’s MG; (ii) the operation of DGs (minimum power production of larger online generator, maximum power production per DG $P_{\text{max,DG},i}$, $i=1,\ldots,\text{noDG}$); (iii) the operation of ESS (minimum energy charged and discharged to ESS, minimum ESS spinning reserve capacity); and (iv) the combined operation of RESs with ESS (system spinning reserve, system 10-min operating reserve).

V. Economic Module

Historical weather data, load consumption, and market prices of the energy markets are easily available nowadays. Taking under consideration these input data and after applying the required technical constraints to the operation of community’s MGs, the technical module establishes the basic economic case for community’s MGs in a long-time horizon (baseline scenario).

However, long-term predictions suffer from significant divergences that can create either important daily TB differences or the technical stability loss of the community’s MG. In addition, as it concerns the application of the technical module, there are certain additional constraints regarding its real-time application; taking under consideration the limited budget of a community and the required retrenchment concerning employee operating expenditures, there is a need of receiving simple and
quick decisions regarding community’s MG operation without seriously deviating from the baseline scenario and affecting its economic stability.

To establish a simple economic module, its related economic decisions doing with the consumption/generation attributes of ESS, DGs, RESs and power grid must satisfy the existing power needs without, however, violating the imposed technical constraints. Thus, by implementing a low-complexity and accurate economic module, there will be no need of real-time application of the technical module and, at the same time, the divergences from the initial optimal daily TB remain small and straightforward evaluated. Therefore, the simplicity of the economic module can capture the real life constraints sufficiently.

To support a simple economic module and to bypass the continuous use of the technical module, the decisions of the economic module must not influence the more complex sets of the technical constraints of the technical module (i.e., the operation of ESS and the combined operation of RESs with ESS). Thus, the decisions of the economic module must focus on the operation of DGs, which is only limited by the relaxed technical constraint of the minimum capacity of larger online generator, and the evident constraint of maximum power production per DG, which follows the general constraint of the balance of the real power.

Based on the aforementioned concept, there are three different MG energy policies that can deal with the mitigation of the occurred power changes during the daily MG power generation or load consumption. These three different MG energy policies that are imposed by the economic module are: (i) MG Policy A: the power changes are first mitigated by the power grid and the remaining power part is adjusted through the operation of the already working DGs; (ii) MG Policy B: the power changes are first mitigated by the operation of the working DGs and the remaining power part is channelized to the power grid; and (iii) MG Policy C: the power changes are adaptively counterbalanced by the combined use of the working DGs and energy market. The participation percentage of DGs and energy market is set on a daily basis and remains fixed during the day. This last MG policy combines the advantages of the adaptive systems and the manipulation simplicity of non-specialized personnel.

Although the technical module insists on defining the optimal mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs and energy market, the economic module focuses on maintaining the community’s MG operation near the proposed solution of the technical module providing, thus, a quasi-optimal solution. Actually, following the HTE model, three different scenarios describing potential power changes can be easily confronted, namely: (i) Scenario A: the load power consumption increases/decreases to $p \%$ with respect to the baseline scenario; (ii) Scenario B: the wind source production and/or PV source production increases/decreases to $p \%$ with respect to the baseline scenario; and (iii) Scenario C: combined increases/decreases of the load power needs and RES power production with respect to the baseline scenario. In fact, the technical module of HTE model is an optimization model, where the constraints have a physical meaning, so its solution, which recommends the optimal power allocation over time, depends on the constraints and the objective function. If renewable power or load is changed, the binding constraints will change the optimal solution, and this will happen in a complex way since there are many binary variables involved. Applying the aforementioned three scenarios and assuming small divergences among real and predicted data,
the complex analysis of the technical module can be disregarded, since the MG can operate freely within capacity bounds giving a quasi-optimal solution.

VI. Discussion and Numerical Results

The simulation results of this Section aim at investigating: (i) the relation among real system parameters of community’s MG, power production/consumption, and related financial data; (ii) the reaction of the HTE model against power production/consumption changes; and (iii) the assessment of the economic results when the aforementioned changes occur and different MG policies are applied.

In the following simulation results, a real community’s MG is assumed during a typical day [52]. This MG consists of three main subcomponents (i.e., ESS, DGs, and RESs) while its exact structure is detailed in [52]. Based on the real technical properties of [52] and [71], the properties of these subcomponents are synopsized as follows:

- In the case of ESS, the size of its BESS $S_{BESS}$ is equal to 500kWh, the purchase costs of BESS $C_{BESS,purchase,kW}$ and $C_{BESS,purchase,kWh}$ are assumed equal to 0$/kW and 600$/kWh, respectively, the interest rate $r$ is equal to 6%, the ESS repayment period $l$ is equal to three years and the maintenance cost of ESS $C_{ESS,maintenance}$ is assumed equal to 2000$. The maximum charge and discharge power limits are set at 50% of its full capacity. The minimum capacity is set at 10% of the full capacity (i.e., 50kWh) while the maximum capacity is the full capacity of BESS (i.e., 500kWh).

- In the case of DGs, there are two MTs ($i=1,2$) and one FC ($i=3$). The maximum power outputs of DGs $P_{max,1}^{DG}$, $P_{max,2}^{DG}$ and $P_{max,3}^{DG}$ are equal to 2000kW, 1000kW and 1000kW, respectively, whereas their minimum power outputs $P_{min,1}^{DG}$, $P_{min,2}^{DG}$ and $P_{min,3}^{DG}$ when they are online are equal to 100kW. The 10-min reserve capacities of DGs $R_{10,1}^{DG}$, $R_{10,2}^{DG}$ and $R_{10,3}^{DG}$ are equal to 2000kW, 1000kW and 1000kW, respectively. The normalized daily purchase costs of DGs $[C_{DG,1,1}, C_{DG,1,2}]$, $[C_{DG,2,1}, C_{DG,2,2}]$ and $[C_{DG,3,1}, C_{DG,3,2}]$ are equal to [30$/h, 0.13$/kWh], [50$/h, 0.35$/kWh] and [80$/h, 0.50$/kWh], respectively, the start-up costs of DGs $d_{1}^{DG}$, $d_{2}^{DG}$ and $d_{3}^{DG}$ are equal to 150$/start, 30$/start and 30$/start, respectively, and the reserve costs of DGs $r_{1}^{DG}$, $r_{2}^{DG}$ and $r_{3}^{DG}$ are equal to 0.010$/kW.

- In the case of RESs, there are one wind and one PV system:
  - For the wind system, its maximum power output $P_{max}^{Wind}$ is equal to 1000kW. The cut-in wind speed, the rated wind speed, and the cut-off wind speed are equal to 3m/s, 12m/s, and 30m/s, respectively.
  - For the PV system, the conversion efficiency of the solar cell array $n$ is equal to 15.7% and its array area is equal to 7000m$^2$.

To compute the power output of wind and PV systems, real environmental data are considered: the forecast wind speed and solar radiation are presented in Fig.2 and Fig. 3 of [52], respectively. The wind energy cost $c_{Wind}$ and the PV energy
cost $c^{PV}$ are assumed to be equal to 90$/MWh and 210$/MWh, respectively [32], [71].

As it has already been mentioned, the community’s MG is connected to the power grid. Based on the load consumption and ESS/DG/RES power generation, this interconnection permits the community to buy and sell energy with the energy market. Actually, the community buys energy during the peak consumption periods and sells it during the valley consumption period while the limit of the power transfer between the community’s MG and the power grid is set at 1000kW. Except for the energy arbitrage that can occur, the power grid offers the required reserve for the community’s MG. To assess the economic impact of the energy arbitrage and power support, the energy market price is required. Based on real data [52], the energy market price is reported in Table 1.

Synoptically, the wind power output, the PV power output as well as their sum (i.e., RES power output) are plotted with respect to the time during a day in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(b), the RES power generation and the load power consumption of the community’s MG are drawn with respect to the time [52]. In Fig. 1(c), the energy market price of the power grid, which is reported in Table 1, is curved with respect to the time.

Generalizing the observations of Fig. 1(a), it is obvious that the continuously growing amount of RESs influences the daily stability of power grids [67]-[69]. In contrast with DG systems, the power production of wind and PV systems is fluctuating. Although predictions have significantly been improved during the last years, an outage of multi-kW wind and PV farms poses a challenging problem [17], [72]-[82]. Hence, the RESs of the community’s MG need to cooperate with contiguous ESS facilities in order to cope with their fluctuating nature. In addition, wind systems present more prevalent power production behaviors during the overnight hours in contrast with installed PV systems. Actually, the overnight hours are characterized by low power demand that is reflected on the low market prices of energy during these hours—see Fig. 1(c)—. Large ESSs and large energy trade with the power grid use can ameliorate the need for intermittent power generation sources to cover peak demand [11]. Moreover, from Fig. 1(b), it is evident that the RESs of the community’s MG combined with the ESSs cannot be the sole provider of energy for the community’s MG since the load consumption cannot be satisfied. Therefore, there is a need of an additional power production that can come from either the ESS/DGs of the community’s MG or the power grid. The optimal mix among the different power sources is defined by the HTE model.

A. Baseline Scenario and the Implementation of the Technical Module of the HTE Model

The aforementioned key input parameters are inserted into the HTE model.
Table 1. Energy Market Price of the Power Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price ($/kWh)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price ($/kWh)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. (a) Power production of RESs. (b) The contribution of RES power production (■) against load demand (■). (c) Energy market price.

To evaluate the optimal mix among available ESS/DG/RES outputs and energy market, the technical module of the HTE model appropriately combines these input parameters in a mixed-integer linear problem as presented in [52]. Prior to evaluate the daily TB of the community’s MG as well as the other cost-related metrics, the first output of the technical module includes the power-related metrics, namely: the DG power output,
the ESS power output with the energy stored in ESS as well as the exchanged power between community’s MG and the power grid.

As it concerns the DG operation, the DG1 power output (i.e., power output of MT1), the DG2 power output (i.e., power output of MT2), the DG3 power output (i.e., power output of FC), and their sum (i.e., DG power output) are simultaneously plotted with respect to the time during a day in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b), the sum of DG power output and RES power output is drawn against the load power consumption with respect to the time.

As it concerns the ESS operation of the community’s MG, in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), its power output and its stored energy are plotted versus time during a day, respectively. In Fig. 3(c), the sum of ESS power output with DG and RES ones is curved against the load power consumption with respect to the time.

As it concerns the energy trade between community’s MG and power grid, this is plotted versus time during a day in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(b), the sum of the power grid trade with the power outputs of ESS, DG and RES is curved against the load power consumption with respect to the time.

Comparing Figs 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), 3(b), 4(a) and 4(b), interesting conclusions concerning the community’s MG operation as well as the technical module optimization procedure can be deduced:

- Already mentioned, RESs of the community’s MG cannot fully satisfy the community’s power consumption. In order to enhance the power production of the community’s MG, DG systems cooperate with RESs towards the mitigation of load consumption divergences. Based on the energy of ESS system, the DGs can be shut down during some time periods to save cost under the same technical constraints. However, the load consumption still remains unsatisfied during the day. Through the interconnection of the community’s MG with the power grid, the community can buy power from the energy market when the energy market price is low and sell power to the power market when the energy market price is high and, at the same time, fixes the power differences between generation and consumption. Actually, the DG operation has been adjusted so that the aforementioned energy arbitrage can create revenues for the community while the power grid supports the system reserves of the community’s MG.

- For an effective comparison, the starting and ending limits of ESS are set at its full capacity. Under this constraint, ESS only balances the power in the community’s MG without supplying/absorbing extra energy to/from the community’s MG, respectively. Clearly shown in Fig. 3(b), ESS supplies power to the community’s MG during the peak load period while it is charged up during the low market price period. The energy stored in ESS will remain unchanged for the rest of the time.

- From Fig. 4(b), it is evident that the curves of power generation and power consumption of the community’s MG are converging. Indeed, the optimal mix among the different power sources, which is defined by the technical module, satisfies the real power balance of community’s MG.
Figure 2. (a) Power production of DGs. (b) The contribution of DG and RES power production (red) against load demand (blue).
Figure 3. (a) Power production of ESS. (b) Energy stored in ESS. (c) The contribution of ESS, DG and RES power production (yellow) against load demand (blue).
Apart from the power-related metrics, the main advantage of the technical module of the HTE model is that permits the correlation of these metrics with financial related ones. Although the latter metrics are valuable for economically describing the baseline scenario in this subsection, they are also used by the economic module in order to assess its supported MG policies.

The financial metrics, which are applied in this paper, can be further divided into three subgroups, namely: (i) the daily cost-related metrics; (ii) the daily gain-related metrics; and (iii) the daily TB. Based on these metrics and in order to investigate the financial behavior of the community’s MG during the day, the cumulative version of these metrics is applied; the cumulative version describes the progressive absolute change of metrics during the day.

More analytically, in Fig. 5(a), the daily cost-related metrics that are the cumulative daily cost of ESS, the cumulative daily cost of DGs, the cumulative daily cost of RESs, and the cumulative total daily cost are plotted versus the time. The cumulative daily MB, the cumulative daily market benefit due to the energy trade (cumulative daily MB1) and the cumulative daily market benefit due to the consumer consumption...
Figure 5. (a) Daily cost-related metrics. (b) Daily gain-related metrics. (c) Daily TB.

(cumulative daily MB2), which constitute the daily gain-related metric set, are drawn with respect to the time in Fig. 5(b). In Fig. 5(c), the cumulative daily TB is drawn versus the time.

From Figs. 5(a)-(c), several interesting remarks concerning the financial behavior of community’s MG can be pointed out:

- The behavior of the different components of community’s MG is reflected on the daily progress of their financial metrics as depicted in Fig. 5(a). First, the primary cost of community’s MG is the cost related to the operation of DGs. This explains the reduced operation of all DGs, which is presented in Fig. 2(a); even if there are three DGs in the community’s MG, only one of these (i.e., DG1) operates from 8h to 23h. DG3 is permanently offline whereas DG2 sporadically operates (i.e., from
Due to their revenues, community’s MGs are profitable investments and an interesting remedy against any financial difficulties and liquidity shortage that can be presented in communities. In fact, there are two different ways of collecting revenues when communities decide to deploy MGs: market benefit due to energy trade with the power grid (energy arbitrage) and the market benefit due to the energy sale to the consumers. As it concerns the energy arbitrage, it is now more obvious that: (i) the community purchases low-cost off-peak energy from 1h to 9h and sells it during periods of high prices, say from 10h to 20h; and (ii) the community increases the utilization of baseload DGs and decreases the use of peaking DGs [83]. In fact, the energy arbitrage can reach up to 25% of the MB that corresponds to approximately 5000$ per day. This is a significant amount that can cover different daily expenditures of the community.

Based on the observations of Fig. 5(c), the main benefit occurs during the morning and afternoon hours whereas the ESS charging occurs during the night hours. Anyway, the technical module adjusts the operation of the community’s MG components with the main objective of maximizing the daily TB. This is the reason for the very low TB during night hours; during these hours, the community buys energy from the power grid creating marginal financial losses (i.e., TB remains below zero till 10h and TB decreases after 22h). TB increases till 21h, which is, anyway, validated by its positive slop. In addition, except for the TB, it is important to highlight the distinctive roles of power grid and ESS towards the stability of the community’s MG. Finally, apart from the revenues from the energy arbitrage, a significant amount from the energy sale to the consumers inserts into the community’s fund. In brief, the daily TB is equal to 8381$.

During a typical day, the community projects will collect approximately 8500$ per day. However, a crucial matter regarding the community’s budget is the stability of these daily revenues from the community’s MG. The financial stability helps towards a better financial planning and lower dependencies on banking loans so that the community’s payments can be safely regulated.

B. The Philosophy behind MG Policies

As it has already been described, economic module helps towards the bypass of the complicated technical module. Towards that direction, the economic module can adopt one of the three available MG policies and can apply it to the power and financial results of the baseline scenario in order to mitigate any potential power change either in power production or in power consumption.

As it concerns MG policy A, its objective is to counterbalance the arisen power changes via the energy trade from the power grid while the remaining power part can be covered by the operation of the already working DGs. Observing Fig. 5(b), it is obvious that the energy arbitrage can reach up to 25% of the MB while the remaining 75% of the MB is defined by the energy sale to the consumers. The concept behind the MG policy A is that the coverage of the arisen power changes via the energy market mainly influences...
the gain of the energy arbitrage without directly affecting the power sale to the consumers. As it regards MG policy B, the objective is to cope with the arisen power changes via the operation of the already working DGs, and the remaining power part can be covered from the energy trade with the power grid. Observing Fig. 5(a), it is obvious that the DGs’ cost can reach up to 67% of the total cost. The repletion of the power changes via the working DGs mainly focus on the DG cost. Actually, the reduction of DG operation hours can decrease the DG cost whereas increase of the operation hours of existing DGs exploit the economy of scale avoiding new start-up costs.

For MG policy C, this policy combines the strong points of MG policy A and B. Since the TB depends on gains and costs, an efficient policy could allocate the power changes either in gain factors or in cost factors. Hence, based on a fixed percentage allocation between DG operation and energy market on a daily basis, MG policy C compromises the power changes and the relevant financial results.

As it concerns the performance of MG policies, the objective of the HTE model is that for given power change \( p \)% in the daily MG power production or load consumption, the community still satisfies its daily power consumption while its daily TB change is maintained lower than \( p \)% The efficiency of the aforementioned MG policies is going to be investigated in terms of their daily TB as well as their daily TB stability. The power changes that are examined are of the order of \( \pm 20\% \), which constitute typical upper and lower limits of power divergences between real and forecasted data.

C. Scenario A and MG Policies

Through its MG policies, the economic module provides quick and convenient suggestions against temporary power divergences either in production or in consumption avoiding the application of the complicated technical module. Among the stochastic variables of the community’s MG, the load is a highly variable time-dependent parameter that critically influences the operation of the components of the community’s MG and the TB. In order to examine the performance of MG policies against load instabilities, load changes of the order of \(+20\% \) (upper load limits) and \(-20\% \) (lower load limits) compared with the load consumption of the baseline scenario are assumed during the whole day.

In Figs. 6(a), 7(a) and 8(a), the cumulative daily cost is plotted versus the time for the upper, baseline and lower load limits when the MG policy A, B and C is adopted, respectively. Note that the power allocation between the power grid and the DG operation in MG policy C is assumed equal to 50%. In Figs. 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b), respective plots are given in the case of the cumulative daily gain while in Figs. 6(c), 7(c) and 8(c), respective plots are given in the case of the cumulative daily TB.

From Figs. 6(a)-(c), 7(a)-(c) and 8(a)-(c), it is obvious that the aforementioned three MG policies succeed in sustaining the financial stability of community’s MG even in the most extreme power change cases of load consumption. With respect to the daily TB, MG policy B better manages the load increase of community’s MG. Covering the arisen power needs through the more intensive operation of the already working DGs, MG policy B efficiently preserves the energy trade with the power grid, thus, protecting the revenues from the energy arbitrage. In contrast, when the load consumption decreases, MG policy B presents the worst TB results since the community’s MG stops to exploit the cheap kWh of its DGs. During this system
Figure 6. Financial metrics versus time for the scenario A when MG policy A is adopted. (a) Daily cost-related metrics. (b) Daily gain-related metrics. (c) Daily TB.
Figure 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for MG policy B.
condition, MG policy A better allocates the power differences between power grid and DG operation. MG policy A prefers the low cost power production of the DG operation selecting to channelize all load consumption differences through the reduction of energy trade with the power grid. Anyway, insisting on the DG operation, MG policy A jeopardizes the stability of the community’s MG operation requiring further grid frequency regulation and power oscillation damping [35], [84]-[87].

MG policy C, which equally allocates the power needs between DG operation and power grid (i.e., the allocation percentage is equal to 50%), presents a compromise between MG policy A and B with decent TB results in various load cases. However, the power change management of MG policy C could be further improved by exploiting its adaptive nature. More specifically, in Fig. 9(a), the daily cost is plotted versus the allocation percentage for the upper (+20%), case A (+10%), baseline, case B (-10%) and lower (-20%) load limits when the MG policy C is adopted. Note that the percentage

Figure 8. Same as in Fig. 6 but for MG policy C (the percentage allocation is equal to 50%).
Figure 9. Financial metrics versus allocation percentage for the upper ( ), case A ( ), baseline ( ), case B ( ) and lower ( ) load limits when MG policy C is adopted. (a) Daily cost-related metrics. (b) Daily gain-related metrics. (c) Daily TB.

allocation describes the percentage of load difference that is covered by the power grid while the remaining power percentage corresponds to the power needs that are satisfied by the DG operation. In Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respective plots are given in the case of the
Figure 10. Differential financial metrics in comparison with the baseline scenario versus allocation percentage for the upper (---), case A (----), baseline (---), case B (----) and lower (---) load limits when MG policy C is adopted. (a) Daily cost-related metrics. (b) Daily gain-related metrics. (c) Daily TB.

daily gain and the daily TB, respectively. In Figs. 10(a)-(c), the daily cost difference, the daily gain difference and the daily TB difference in comparison with the baseline scenario are drawn with respect to the allocation percentage, respectively, when the MG policy C is applied for the upper, case A, baseline, case B, and lower load limits.

From Figs. 9(a)-(c) and 10(a)-(c), it is obvious that MG policy C, using its power allocation adaptability, achieves a better mitigation of load divergences in comparison with MG policy A and B in the community’s MG. More specifically, in the case of the upper load limits, MG policy C creates maximum daily TB difference of 1061$ since it allocates all the power needs to the DG operation (i.e., the allocation percentage is equal to 0%). This daily TB difference is greater than or equal to the respective daily TBs of MG scenario A and B, which are equal to 0$ and 1061$, respectively. Similarly, in the case of lower load limits, MG scenario C presents its best daily TB difference result, which is equal to -1285$, when it allocates all the power lacking to the power grid. Again,
this daily TB is greater than or equal to the respective daily TB differences of MG scenario A and B, which are equal to -1286$ and -1723$, respectively. Actually, except for the upper and lower load limits, MG policy C efficiently imitates MG scenario B and A when load increases and decreases occur, respectively.

In addition, observing the dependence of daily TB on the allocation percentage, it is obvious that the daily TB rapidly diminishes as the allocation percentage increases when load consumption increases too. This dependence is almost linear. Conversely, the daily TB presents almost stable behavior for different allocation percentages when load consumption decreases. For given type of load changes (either load consumption increase or decrease), these behaviors remain the same regardless of the corresponding change percentage. Anyway, MG policy C can adaptively and easily change its allocation percentage depending on the load conditions so that better financial performance of community’s MG can be achieved.

Until now, it is proven that the HTE model succeeds in satisfying the daily power consumption of the community’s MG and in maintaining financially logical daily TB changes. Except for the daily power needs, the HTE model should maintain its daily TB change lower than $p\%$ for given power change $p\%$ in the daily load consumption. To examine this condition, in Table 2, the relevant difference of daily TB is investigated for different MG policies –i.e., MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%)– when different load conditions occur (i.e., upper, case A, baseline, case B and lower load limits).

From Table 2, it is validated that for given power change $p\%$ in the daily load consumption, the community still satisfies its daily power needs while its daily TB change is maintained lower than $p\%$ in the majority of the load scenarios examined. Negligible divergences of the order of 0.5% occur only in the case B and lower load limits when MG policy B and MG policy C (0%) are adopted. On the contrary, MG policy A and MG policy C (50%) guarantee higher financial stability than the other examined MG policies. Thus, the HTE model can be considered as a quasi-stable economic system for all MG policies that are supported by its economic module.

D. Scenario B and MG Policies

As it concerns the variable load conditions that can occur during the operation of a community’s MG, the economic module provides quick and convenient solutions in order to mitigate them. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the economic module should be examined when temporary power divergences occur in the power generation. The main power sources that suffer from intermittency and power uncertainty are wind and PV systems; say, the RES power production of the community’s MG.

RES production fluctuations occur due to: (i) variable weather conditions that affect wind and PV production; (ii) forecast data deviations either in wind speed or in solar radiation; and (iii) technical issues concerning the equipment and installation of RESs. In order to examine the performance of MG policies against RES power generation instabilities, power production changes of the order of +20% (upper load limits) and -20% (lower load limits) compared with the power production of the baseline scenario are assumed during the whole day. These power production changes are investigated for wind, PV and total RES systems.
Table 2. Relevant difference of daily TB (%) versus different MG policies and load conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load conditions</th>
<th>MG Policy</th>
<th>Upper (+20%)</th>
<th>Case A (+10%)</th>
<th>Baseline (0%)</th>
<th>Case B (-10%)</th>
<th>Lower (-20%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-6.6%</td>
<td>-15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-10.3%</td>
<td>-20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-10.3%</td>
<td>-20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (50%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-8.1%</td>
<td>-16.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-6.6%</td>
<td>-15.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figs. 11(a)-(c), the cumulative daily TB of wind systems is plotted versus the time for the upper, baseline, and lower load limits when the MG policy A, B or C is adopted. Note that the power allocation between the power grid and the DG operation in MG policy C is assumed to be equal to 50%. In Figs. 12(a)-(c), respective plots are given in the case of the PV system while in Figs. 13(a)-(c), respective plots are given in the case of the total RES system.

From Figs. 11(a)-(c), 12(a)-(c) and 13(a)-(c), it is evident that the power changes of wind systems present higher TB impact in comparison with the respective ones of PV systems. This is due to the fact that the power production of wind systems extends during the whole day whereas the power production of PV systems is confined during the day hours. Anyway, regardless of the MG policy adopted, the TB impact of the power changes of the total RES system is significantly lower than the TB impact of load power changes (comparing with Figs. 6-8).

Although the daily TB fluctuations due to RES power production changes are generally low, MG policies A and B present the best TB results when RES power production increases and decreases, respectively. This is the opposite MG policy choice during the load changes. In brief, MG policy A is suitable for mitigating load decreases and RES power production increases whereas MG policy B is appropriate to counteract load increases and RES power production decreases.

As it has already been mentioned, adjusting its allocation percentage, MG policy C can efficiently deal with the RES power production increases and decreases. In Fig. 14(a), the daily TB is plotted versus the allocation percentage for the upper (+20%), case A (+10%), baseline, case B (-10%) and lower (-20%) RES power production when the MG policy C is adopted. In Fig. 14(b), the daily TB difference in comparison with the baseline scenario is drawn with respect to the allocation percentage when the MG policy C is applied for the upper, case A, baseline, case B. and lower RES power production.

From Figs. 14(a) and (b), it is obvious that MG policy C exploiting its power allocation adaptability better mitigates RES power generation divergences in
Figure 11. Daily TB versus time for the scenario B (wind system). (a) MG policy A. (b) MG policy B. (c) MG policy C (50%).
Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for PV systems.
Figure 13. Same as Fig. 11 but for the total RES systems.
Figure 14. Financial and differential financial metrics versus allocation percentage for the upper ( ), case A ( ), baseline ( ), case B ( ) and lower ( ) RES power production when MG policy C is adopted. (a) Daily TB. (b) Differential daily TB.

comparison with MG policy A and B in community’s MG. Similarly to the behavior against load changes, in the case of the upper RES power generation limits, MG policy C creates maximum daily TB of 8629$ selling all the power surplus to the energy market (i.e., the allocation percentage is equal to 100%). This daily TB is greater or equal to the respective daily TB of MG scenario A and B. Similarly, in the case of lower RES power generation limits, MG scenario C presents its best daily TB result, which is equal to 7987$, when it removes all the power lacking from the cheap kWh of the DG operation. Again, this daily TB is greater or equal to the respective daily TB of MG scenario A and B. Actually, the same behavior of MG policy C occurs when different RES power generation limits are considered.

Moreover, the dependence of daily TB on the allocation percentage presents almost linear behavior regardless of the change of RES power production. Anyway, MG policy C can adaptively and easily change its allocation percentage depending on the RES production so that better financial performance of community’s MG is achieved.

Similarly to load changes, the HTE model should maintain its daily TB change lower than $p\%$ for given RES power production change $p\%$. To examine this condition, in Table 3, the relevant difference of daily TB is investigated with regard to the adopted MG policy –i.e., MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%)– when different RES power production conditions occur (i.e., upper, case A, baseline, case B, and lower load limits).

From Table 3, it is verified that for given power change $p\%$ in the daily RES power production, the community still satisfies its daily power consumption while
Table 3. Relevant difference of daily TB (%) versus different MG policies and RES power production conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MG Policy</th>
<th>Upper (+20%)</th>
<th>Case A (+10%)</th>
<th>Baseline (0%)</th>
<th>Case B (-10%)</th>
<th>Lower (-20%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>-8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (0%)</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (50%)</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
<td>-6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (100%)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>-8.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

its daily TB change is maintained lower than $p\%$ in all the RES power production cases examined. Actually, comparing Tables 2 and 3, the daily TB changes due to RES power production changes are significantly lower than the respective ones of the load consumption. Hence, the HTE model outlines an economic stable system for all MG policies that are supported by its economic module.

E. Scenario C and MG Policies

Although the economic module succeeds in maintaining controllable daily TB changes for given power change either in load consumption or in RES power production, the performance of the economic module should be examined in the case of simultaneous changes in load consumption and in RES power generation. The combined changes define a significantly more complicated power situation but this is a more realistic operation scenario for community’s MGs.

To further investigate the behavior of the economic module, various combinations of scenarios A and B are examined. More specifically, in Figs. 15(a)-(e), the daily TB difference is plotted versus the RES power production change percentage and load change percentage for representative policies of the economic module –i.e., MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%)–, respectively. Note that the RES power production change percentage and load change percentage present the relative change percentages in relation with the respective baseline scenario.
(a) Daily TB difference (k$) vs. Load change percentage (%) and RES power production change percentage (%).

(b) Daily TB difference (k$) vs. Load change percentage (%) and RES power production change percentage (%).
Figure 15. Daily TB difference versus RES power production change percentage and load change percentage when different MG policies are applied in comparison with the baseline scenario. (a) MG policy A. (b) MG policy B. (c) MG policy C (0%). (d) MG policy C (50%). (e) MG policy C (100%).

From Figs 15(a)-(e), it is verified that the TB performance is more influenced by the load changes rather than RES power production regardless of the MG policy followed. Actually, exploiting the energy arbitrage and the practicability of the economic module, significant TB benefits could occur in comparison with the TB of the baseline scenario. The aforementioned observations allow the communities to consider a relatively stable daily TB from community’s MGs.

As it concerns the examined MG policies, the maximum daily TB difference of MG policy A, B, C (0%), C (50%), and C (100%) is equal to 737$, 1233$, 1233$, 978$, and 738$, respectively, whereas the minimum daily TB difference of MG policy A, B, C (0%), C (50%), and C (100%) is equal to -1361$, -1762$, -1762$, -1496$, and -1361$, respectively. Hence, the MG policy C (50%) offers the middle solution among the available MG policies. This is also validated by the mean daily TB difference; the mean daily TB difference of MG policy A, B, C (0%), C (50%), and C (100%) is equal to -331$, -211$, -211$, -269$, and -330$, respectively. Anyway, the allocation percentage of MG policy C can be adjusted in order to guarantee a fixed daily TB taking under consideration the imminent load consumption and RES generation changes via short-term predictions.
Despite the encouraging TB results, the HTE model should also maintain its daily TB change lower than $p\%$ for given RES power production change $p_1\%$ and load change $p_2\%$ where $p$ is the maximum absolute percentage of $p_1$ and $p_2$. To examine this condition, in Table 4, the relevant difference of daily TB is reported with regard to the adopted MG policy – i.e., MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%) – when different combinations of RES power production (i.e., upper, case A, baseline, case B, and lower RES power production limits) and load (i.e., upper, case A, baseline, case B, and lower load limits) conditions occur.

From Table 4, it is validated that for given $p\%$ power changes in the daily load consumption and RES power production, the community still satisfies its daily power needs while its daily TB change is maintained lower than $p\%$ in the vast majority of the cases examined. Few exceptions of the order of 0.5% only occur during lower load conditions when MG policy B and MG policy C (0%) are adopted. Anyway, MG policy C is proven to offer the required financial stability to the communities for all the cases examined. Therefore, the HTE model can confront complicated conditions of power consumption and generation, however, maintaining its financial stability for the MG policies that are supported by its economic module.

F. Practical Application Limits of the HTE Model

Apart from its financial performance, the practical efficiency of the economic module of the HTE model is assessed with regard to the mitigated range of load changes. Actually, the practicability of the economic module and, consequently, of the HTE model reaches up to the point that the technical constraints of the technical module that regulate the operation of community’s MG still are satisfied. Therefore, the practical efficiency of the economic module of the HTE model is assessed with regard to the mitigated range of RES power production and load consumption. Towards that direction, the violations of technical constraints are plotted versus the RES power production change percentage and load change percentage for the representative policies of the economic module – i.e., MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%) – in Figs. 16(a)-(e), respectively. Note that the technical constraints are equal to 24; say, one technical constraint corresponds to each operation hour.

From Figs. 16(a)-(e), certain remarks concerning the practical limits of the economic module can be pointed out:

- Regardless of the considered MG policy, the economic module successfully mitigates load differences that range from -47% to +26% with respect to the load consumption of the baseline scenario. Actually, this great range of load fluctuations covers the vast majority of load conditions that may occur during the operational life of a community’s MG. Therefore, the adoption of the economic module of the HTE model during the community’s MG operation becomes a realistic scenario.

- The economic module better counteracts load decreases rather than load increases. This is due to the fact that the technical module has already heavily burdened either several operating DGs or the power grid in order to reduce costs instead of equally allocating the load needs. Hence, the economic module more easily unloads than allocates load needs.
Table 4. Relevant difference of daily TB (%) versus different MG policies, RES power production conditions and load conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MG policy A</th>
<th>RES power production conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load conditions</td>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
<td>-5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
<td>-15.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MG policy B</th>
<th>RES power production conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load conditions</td>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
<td>-10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
<td>-21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG policy C (0%)</td>
<td>RES power production conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load conditions</td>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
<td>-10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
<td>-21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MG policy C (50%)</th>
<th>RES power production conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load conditions</td>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
<td>-7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
<td>-16.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-16.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-17.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG policy C (100%)</td>
<td>RES power production conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load conditions</td>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper (+20%)</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A (+10%)</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (0%)</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B (-10%)</td>
<td>-5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower (-20%)</td>
<td>-15.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although MG policy C presents favorable characteristics concerning its TB performance and its financial stability, it suffers from high rate of technical constraint violations as load fluctuations significantly increase. In fact, a trade-off between TB and technical constraint violations is highlighted that is also observed in MG policy A and B: As the load increases, MG policy B demonstrates higher TB and higher number of technical constraint violations in comparison with the respective values of MG policy A.

As it concerns the RES power production change percentage, it is demonstrated that the economic module successfully achieves to mitigate RES power production differences that range from -49% to 94% with respect to the RES power production of the baseline scenario. Actually, this range is significantly larger than the respective one of load fluctuations and practically allows the exclusive power change management of RESs through the economic module of the HTE model.

In contrast with the load changes, the economic module can comfortably counteract either RES power production increases or decreases. This is due to the fact that the RES production changes are significantly lower in absolute numbers than those of load consumption. However, the trade-off between TB and technical...
constraint violations is also observed in RES systems among different MG policies supported by the economic module.

- In the case of the combined fluctuations of load consumption and RES power production, it is shown that economic module achieves to cope with a great range of potential generation and consumption cases in the community’s MG life. More specifically, the economic module succeeds in bypassing the technical module of the HTE model (i.e., the technical constraint violations are equal to zero) in the 52.4%, 44.7%, 44.7%, 34.7%, and 34.2% of the cases when MG policy A, MG policy B, MG policy C (0%), MG policy (50%), and MG policy (100%) is applied, respectively. Hence, apart from the financial stability, economic module can successfully mitigate great changes either in power production or in power consumption.

VII. General Remarks and Future Work

Already verified in [49], [52], the technical module of the HTE model can successfully describe the behavior of a community’s MG. This description is accurate and can predict either the exact power profile of the community’s MG or the financial daily flows that mainly interest the community authorities. Actually, based on the maximization of the daily TB, the technical module exploits either the low-cost energy production of available ESS/DG/RES outputs or the financial energy arbitrage or the energy sale to the consumers [9], [17], [19], [32], [49], [52], [62], [63].

However, the application of the technical module requires sophisticated software packages or specialized personnel that discourage the communities since these issues critically deteriorate the community’s budget. In order to promote a more tempting MG proposal for the communities, the main interest of this paper is to present a simplified but quasi-accurate method that can bypass either the costs for the licenses of the sophisticated MG software packages or the hiring of employees. The proposed economic module of the HTE model overrides the aforementioned financial obstacles presenting satisfactory immunity against various load consumption and RES power generation conditions that can occur during community’s MG operation.

As it concerns the future work, the apparently positive correlation between PV generation profile and wind generation one is going to be examined on the basis of the technical module. Especially, if these profiles are indeed positively correlated, through the economic trade-off relations proposed by the HTE model, the RES diversification of investing only in one RES system with the lower cost is going to be investigated.

However, the main future research interest is going to focus on the economic module. Except for the simplified MG policies such as MG policy A and B, MG policy C offers the required system adaptability against the stochastic nature of the involved power consumption and power generation problems of the community’s MG. First, further investigation is going to be made towards the trade-off between TB and allocation percentage. Adaptively adjusting the allocation percentage, a fixed TB can be achieved. A fixed cash flow can be a catching argument to the communities in order to install community’s MGs. Second, the energy arbitrage may be further enhanced by exploiting the energy trade among power grid, ESS systems and consumers; through ESS farms, communities can strongly stimulate their local economies since they can consolidate for themselves the role of energy middleman between power grid and consumers. Third, despite the fact that MG policy C succeeds in offering a satisfactory
TB compromise and financial stability, there is a significant number of improvements to be made. These improvements are concentrated on the TB performance and on the algorithm and the code simplicity. More simplified MG policies are required so that their interpretation and compiling can be realized in open source platforms and various operating systems. Hence, future MG policies, which are based on the economic module and are going to be proposed, should avoid the heavy technical packages and special compilers. Fourth, the economic module should incorporate the DG and ESS operation in a way that allows the bypassing of technical module. Thus, the community’s MG problem will transform from a technical issue into a techno-economic case.

Among the future fields of research, sophisticated technologies, new simulators, and operational strategies are emerging to help community’s MGs mitigate load power consumption through energy efficiency improvements such as participation in demand response (DR) programs, peak load management initiatives, and the terminal scheduling/control via non-intrusive operations [88]-[91]. More specifically, recent efforts focus on making buildings “smarter” by adaptively controlling power consumption in areas such as lighting [92], electric heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) [93], [94] and information infrastructure [95] within buildings. Building smart offices [96], smart hospitals [97], [98] and smart universities [99], [100] is an emerging trend that encompasses Weiser’s ubiquitous/pervasive computing concept [101] through the seamless integration of technologies [100]. Finally, the combined operation of community’s MGs with other supported communications networks can also significantly improve the economic performance of MGs [102]-[107]. At the same time, the development of new ad-hoc power allocation algorithms and financial trade-off curves for community’s MGs at a local and daily basis as well as their fairness and stability when various fluctuations occur in the MG surrounding environment define another two critical community’s MG research topics [108]-[114].

VIII. Conclusions

In this paper, the potential of financially stimulating the local economies of communities, which suffer from the financial and economic crisis, through the installation of community’s MGs has been examined. To assess the power and economic impact of community’s MGs, the HTE model that consists of the technical and the economic module has been proposed.

Based on its well-validated technical module, the HTE model is able to accurately estimate the power production/consumption profile and the economic gains/costs/benefits of community’s MGs. Then, based on the proposed economic module, the HTE model succeeds in quickly and accurately estimating the impact of load changes, RES power production changes and their combined presence on the power profile and cost-benefit analysis of community’s MGs. Actually, the strong points of the HTE model derive from its newly proposed economic module; through its supported MG policies, the economic module permits: (i) the operation of community’s MGs without additional costs regarding specialized personnel hiring; (ii) the bypassing of the mathematically complicated technical module; and (iii) the rapid, open-access and easy execution of its algorithm from non-specialist employees of the community.

Except for the aforementioned theoretical reports concerning the performance and practicability of the HTE model, a significant number of findings concerning the economic performance of community’s MGs has been demonstrated, namely:
(i) During a typical day and in accordance with the baseline scenario, the daily TB of a community’s MG can reach up to 8500$. Except for this high financial benefit, the proven financial stability is a critical factor regarding the promotion of MG concept to communities; (ii) The numerical results have validated that MG policies, which are supported by the economic module, preserves the financial stability of the community’s MGs even if load consumption and RES power production changes range from -20% to 20%; (iii) Algorithmically simpler and more adaptive MG policies can be proposed using the economic module; (iv) Load changes have greater impact on the economic performance of community’s MGs rather than RES power production changes; (v) Power changes of wind systems present higher TB impact on the economic performance of community’s MGs in comparison with the respective ones of PV systems; and (vi) The economic module can be operational and can comfortably replace the technical module for load differences and RES power production differences that range from -47% to 26% and from -49% to 94% compared with the baseline scenario, respectively.

Finally, by applying the HTE model, community’s MGs have been proven to be feasible technological solutions for stimulating local economies since they can define significant additional incomes for communities. Therefore, apart from the ecological awareness and great smart grid potential, communities obtain an efficient remedy against the financial consequences of the economic and financial crisis.
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